Ken Henke

“Dazzling”

$450

**Image Description:** One of those amazing experiences that virtually left me speechless watching this gorgeous sunset on the rim of the Little Colorado River.

**Location of Image:** Little Colorado River Overlook

**Type of Camera and Lens Used:** Nikon 850, 14mm lens

**Camera Settings Used:** 1/40, f13

**Artist Statement:** Living in Colorado provides me an excellent launching point for a variety of photographic opportunities for nature imagery. I don’t limit my photography to just this region, as I capture inspiring scenes and/or subjects from coast to coast. The motivation to capture images in the best possible situation, dictates planning beyond a normal outdoor trip. I consciously consider all the variables that will allow me to capture images in a way that convey a unique, but realistic, interpretation of that moment in time. Photographing nature is primarily about capturing the best light. The best opportunities for prime lightning conditions are often at sunrise/sunset or in inclement weather. No doubt the quest for capturing the perfect image has led to some rather uncomfortable, but memorable, situations. Cheers!

**Website/Social Media Accounts:** www.henkeimagery.com